Show off that school pride! Flooring is a unique way to bring color into the built space, support wayfinding, and deliver a consistent “branded” look & feel. This FOLIO from the Interface Design Studio illustrates how our modular flooring—carpet tile, LVT, and nora® rubber—works together to achieve those goals throughout an entire school building.

Here’s what you’ll find as you flip through this FOLIO:
• Two color-grounded product palettes
• Floor layout suggestions
• Rendered and finished floor plans

Follow the design process from start to finish with a suite of products that can work in virtually any area.
K-12 SCHOOL BUILDING
Product Palette, One

1) LVT WALK ABOUT A01403 COOL ASH  2) LVT STUDIO SET: A00717 RED  3) LVT STUDIO SET: A00701 SILVERLIGHT  4) AE310: 104625 GREIGE
5) LVT WALK OF LIFE: A01204 CARBON  6) EXPOSED: 8689 GLASS WORKS  7) LVT WALK THE AISLE: A01303 COOL ASH  8) LVT WALK ON BY: A01505 RED
9) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00423 RUSTIC ASH  10) NORAMENT® SATURA: 5119 MARS  11) NORAPLAN ENVIRONMENT™: 7034 FIREWORKS
12) NORAMENT® GRANO: 5307 FENUGREEK  13) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00431 IRONBARK  14) NORAPLAN®SENTICA: 6522 EXPEDITION
15) NORAMENT® SATURA: 5111 CASTOR  16) STEP ASIDE: 106317 ALBA  17) STEP IN TIME: 106311 ALBA  18) NORAPLAN®SENTICA: 6520 SNOW DAY
19) NORAMENT® SATURA: 5110 ARA  20) STEP IT UP: 106330 CORALITE  21) STEP THIS WAY: 106323 ALBA  22) LVT NATURAL WOODGRAINS: A00205 STORM
23) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00425 RUSTIC CHARCOAL  24) NORAPLAN®SENTICA: 6533 VALENTINE
19) NORAMENT® SATURA: 5110 ARA  21) STEP THIS WAY: 106923 ALBA  24) NORAPLAN®SENTICA: 6533 VALENTINE
Interface Design Studio

Do you need planning support? Looking for a design partner who understands built space branding and wayfinding? The Interface Design Studio is a fully complementary solution that can help at any point in the process. With a deep knowledge of Interface products, our team of trained concept designers focuses on the foundation of every design project — the floor.

Contact your rep to get started.
Carbon Neutral Floors™

When you choose Interface flooring, you’re fostering a more sustainable environment to promote learning. This is because all of the flooring products that we sell—carpet tile, LVT, and nora rubber—are carbon neutral. And through our ReEntry® program, Interface reclaims used carpet tile and LVT to turn into new flooring over and over again.